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Abstract 

 

Vehicle navigation system can effectively alleviate traffic congestion, reduce pollution, and 

reduce travel cost and other problems. As is known to all, the traditional ones are all just 

static path planning with problems of not only weak effectiveness but also lack of standard 

optimal path options. They usually provide only one path which represents the shortest time 

or shortest distance, and ignore the actual demands of the d
i
rivers. Based on traffic data of 

the past, the upcoming traffic flows can be estimated. With the help of the improved ant 

colony algorithm, the dynamic optimal path planning results will meet the need of the 

travelers according with multiple actual constraints. 

Keywords: Intelligent transportation; vehicle navigation system; improved ant colony 

algorithm; optimal multiple constrained dynamic path 

1. Introduction 

Traffic congestion has not only become the biggest problem of urban residents travelling, 

but also become the biggest bottlenecks in urban development [1-3]. With the rapid 

development of modern cities, traditional ways like road infrastructure, traffic restrictions 

based on the last digit of license plate numbers and traffic control have been struggling to 

resolve traffic congestion for long. Therefore, a more orderly and efficient solution must 

appear, and the development of intelligent transportation had proposed a new idea for the 

issue. Intelligent navigation based on the dynamic path planning in solving the problem is a 

very good application [4-9]. As the rapid development of computer technologies and 

application in all 
ii
fields [10-15], the city problems can be solved by high new technologies. 

The intelligent navigation base on dynamic path planning in solving this problem has a very 

good application, mainly combine the urban road network topological relationship, historical 

traffic data and real-time traffic information to planning a dynamic path strategy which best 

meet travelers’ mind. And thus to save cost and time for the users, at the same time, it also can 

reduce the pressure on urban traffic, maximize the use of road resources, so the research of 
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dynamic navigation path selection problem really has important practical values and 

theoretical significances. 

Intelligent navigation dynamic path planning is based on the topology relationship between 

the city's road networks, historical traffic information and real-time traffic information to plan 

the optimal travel routes in accordance with the requirements of travelers ,thus providing the 

most satisfying travel policy for travelers in order to improve the utilization of road resources, 

reduce vehicle trips in the waiting time, reduce vehicle exhaust emissions, protect the 

environment, and ultimately to ease the traffic pressure on the city to provide security for the 

safe operation of the urban road system. Major significances of intelligent navigation 

dynamic path are as follows: 

A. Customize personalized optimal route. According to the weight of time, distance, and 

cost given by travelers, optimal travel route in accordance with the requirements of traveler is 

provided. Such as minimum time, shortest distance, minimum cost, or time, distance, cost of 

each account for certain proportion. 

B. Relieve traffic congestion and safeguard the traffic safety. Dynamic path planning for 

users can avoid traffic congestion, traffic accidents, and temporary traffic controlling order to 

make the traffic flow tends smooth, protect the safety of travelers, reduce the incidence of 

traffic accidents effectively, and improve the safety l of the whole urban traffic network. 

C. Improve transport efficiency and increase economic benefits. For enterprises, logistics 

of high speed can improve the efficiency, thus contributing to improve economic efficiency. 

For individuals, a convenient, smooth, fast trip which save their time and bring them a good 

attitude, which can be reflected in their respective work, and the resulting economic benefits 

is immeasurable. 

 

2. Current Research Status of the Path Planning Problems 

At present, vehicle navigation systems used in the market are basically about static path 

planning and cannot change the route according to real-time traffic accidents, traffic jams and 

so on [4-6]. However, faced with the reality of unstable traffic, the static route is unable to 

meet the needs of users. Therefore, the dynamic path planning has been becoming a hot topic 

in new generation of intelligent vehicle navigation systems. As the road grade, distance, time, 

cost and some other information are stored as section properties in digital road maps, and then 

first of all, the digital map should be converted into a weighted directed graph [7-9]. 

Therefore, the problem of calculate the optimal path between any two points in the road 

network can boil down to solve the optimal problem of the weighted directed graph. There are 

many more mature shortest path algorithms to choose from, but in the vehicle navigation 

system, limited by the car environment and cost, processing power and storage resource, 

these algorithms are usually cannot be used directly in graph theory. At the same time, the 

real-time dynamic path planning has higher demand of the real-time characteristic, and that 

means it requires higher operational efficiency. To this end, by improving the operation 
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efficiency of existing algorithm or constructing new efficient algorithm to meet the timeliness 

requirements of vehicle navigation can tackle these problems. 

 

 

3. The Basic and Improved Ant Colony Algorithm 

3.1. Basic Ant Colony Algorithm 

Ant colony algorithm is a new kind of random search simulated evolutionary algorithm, 

put forward by the Italian scholar M. Dorig, V. Maniezzo in 1991, who imitate of ant colony 

behavior in the real world [6]. Ant colony algorithm is first successfully applied to the 

Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) problem, a simple description of the traveling salesman 

problem is: among the given cities, there is a travelling salesman starting from a certain city, 

after each city once, and only once, return to the original departure city again, a shortest path 

tour is needed. Here we take the TSP problem as an example, a brief introduction of the basic 

algorithm [5-7]. 

Build a city set on graph theory, described as follows: Given a graph G = (V, A), where V 

represents the figure points set, means various cities. A indicates that the connection points of 

the edge set, means inter-city roads. Then a shortest path through the entire city is required. 

Well, the objective function of the problem is (1): 

                                   minD = ∑ d(i, i + 1) + d(n, 1) n
i=1                     

(1) 

                   

where n represents n cities; denotes from the i
th
 city to an the (i + 1)th; means the distance 

between the first city and the last city . To find the optimal solution of TSP problem, the 

following is the established model of ant colony algorithm. 

Suppose there are m ants, τij(t) represents time with the information concentration of the 

side (i, j) on the time t; indicates the number of ants in the city i on the time t. dij(i, j =

1,2,⋯n)  represents the distance from city i to j; ηij  indicates intensity of heuristic 

information of edge (i, j) . In the basic ant colony algorithm: 

                              m = ∑ bi(t)(i = 1,2,⋯n)
n
i=1                              

(2) 

                               ηij =
1
dij
⁄                                            

(3) 

α is inspired factor for the information, it means the amount of information the ants during 

the reaction process in motion relative. β indicates expect heuristic factor, reflecting the 

relative importance of heuristic information in guiding the search process of ant.  

Assumed that m ants be placed into n randomly selected cities, each ant find the next city 

according to the rules; As soon as the city is found, the information for residual concentration 
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τij（t） is updated. According to the principle above, the ant keeps on selecting the next city: 

Initially, there are no pheromones on the road, set τij(0) = C (C is constant).the ant start 

from a city, and choose the next city according to the state transition rules, the RLE is also 

called "random ratio rule". pij
k(t)

 
is the probability of ant k transferred from i city to city j at 

time t, just as formula (4) says. 

                     pij(t) = {

τij
α(t)ηij

β
(t)

∑ τik
α (t)ηik

β
(t)kϵallowedk

 , jϵallowedk

            0                        ,   else  

                           

(4) 

                   

allowedk = [1,2,⋯n]−tabuk 
represents the city tables of allowed ant k to select in the 

next step. tabuk records the city which ant k has traversed, updating with the evolution of 

ant k. Cities in the table are not allowed to select, K represents the cities which ant k can 

choose, that is to say, the city  is not in the table of tabuk. Ants move forward in accordance 

with the rules. The iteration is complete until all ants find the path. Then the pheromone can 

be used to update the pheromone on the path, and then start the next iteration until the 

maximum number of iterations.  Pheromone update rule is:  

 

                       τij(i + 1) = (1 − ρ)τij(t) + ∆τij                          

(5) 

                ∆τij = ∑ ∆τij
kn

k=1                                        (6) 

               ∆τij
k={

   
Q

Lk
 , if  the kth ant through i j  in this cysle

0,                                else  
             (7) 

            

Where 0 < 𝜌 < 1, showing persistence track; 1 − ρ said reduction of track, that the 

degree of disappearance of information. Q is a constant, Lk represents length of travel path 

length of the week. This ∆τij represents an increase of the amount of information during the 

iteration in path (i, j).  According to Lk, the shorter the path is, the more pheromone it 

releases; ∆τij
k(t) represents the amount of information what ant k remain in the path (i, j) in 

the iteration. 

 

3.2. Improved Ant Colony Algorithm 

Regard the user’s multi-demands as a condition of pheromone update [5]: 
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           ∆τij(t) = ∑ ∆τij
k(t) = {

∑
Q

f
  , if  the kth  ant  through  i  j  in this cyclen

k=1

0,                             else  

n
k=1           

(8) Among this: 

                        f = w1f1 +w2f2 +w3f3 +w4f4 +w5f5                      

(9)
  
f1, f2, f3, f4, f5     respectively represents the entire cost, distance, travel time, road 

capacity and road grade information of the section of Cij . w1,w2,w3⋯  respectively 

corresponding to the weight in heuristic function. Meanwhile, the intensity of heuristic 

information function not only considers the distance between dij and Cij, but also considers 

distance of the follow-up dij in order to avoid the algorithm trapping into local optimal 

solution, So the improved intensity of heuristic information function is (10): 

                   ηij =
1

min [d(i,j)+d(j,n)]
                                          

(10) Then 

                         pij
k = {

τij
αηij

β

∑ τik
α ηik

β
kϵallowedk

    , if  j ϵ allowedk

0                     , else           

                    

(11) When the pheromone intensity was less than a certain value, the ant colony algorithm 

convergence speed would not be fast. Otherwise, the convergence speed could be really 

quickly, unfortunately, the algorithm's global search ability would become worse, and would 

fall into local optimal solution much easier. Therefore, we should set a certain threshold q0, 

when did not reach it, the ant will ignore the impact of the stimulus automatically until the 

threshold is reached. 

       pij
k(t) =

{
 
 

 
 

τij
αηij

β

∑ τik
α η

ik
β

kϵallowedk

 , if  j ϵ allowedk  and q ≥  q0

argmax [
τij
αηij

β

∑ τik
α η

ik
β

kϵallowedk

 ] , if  j ϵ allowedk  and q ≤  q0

0,                   else           

                

(12) 

Ant colony algorithm flowchart is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Path Ant Colony Algorithm 

3.3. The Optimal Routing Selection based on Ant Colony Algorithm 

The issues of optimal path choice of transportation are similar to ants foraging behavior. 

Regard the starting point of the vehicle as an ant nest, destination as the source which the ants 

are looking for .Vehicles from the starting point, passed some sections, reached the final 

destination. And during the time, vehicles choose the routine according to their own 

judgments. The entire road network is seen as a directed graph, the vehicle is the artificial 

ants with intelligent behavior, what is more, the artificial ants just find a path from the starting 

point to the end; need not return to the starting point. By abstracting the process of 

transportation, regard the actual cost of transportation as heuristic information can build an 

artificial ant colony system of optimal path selection. Figure 2 shows the algorithm steps of 

ant colony algorithm in the select of actual path. 

Initializing the parameters, put

 the ants  in the starting point

Whether meet the

 convergence criterion

Calculate the  transfer probability of the

 k ant,decide the next node 

Whether finished a tour task

 and reach end

Update pheromone on each path

Get the results optimal
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Figure 2. The Flow Chart Path Selection based on Ant Colony Algorithm 
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4. Case Study 

4.1. Targets 

Currently, the using vehicle navigation systems in the market are basically static path 

planning and cannot change the route according to traffic information (traffic flow, 

reconstruction) and abnormal events (traffic accident, important event) and so on [17-18]. 

And it can only provide a path to meet the single "optimal" conditions, such as the minimum 

time path, the shortest distance path, failing to coordinate users’ multi-demand for path. 

Systems such as Baidu, AutoNavi and so on provides information on traffic conditions and 

traffic forecasts, but failing to use well in path planning. The provided navigation routes of 

the least time or shortest distance just considers whether taking the Highway or not, but not 

based on traffic congestion, traffic control, travel expenses, etc. [17-20]. Some other 

navigation systems may be considered these, but these are getting before travelers set off, do 

not represent the traffic situation when travelers arrive. Traffic jams at the beginning don't 

mean that there is a traffic jam when they arrive. To address the above problem, our research 

is that traveler set the optimal path constraint and the corresponding weights firstly. For 

example, the proportion of the cost of travel is 30%, 40% of travel distance, travel time by 

20%.Then by mining historical data, predict time of arrival in a road, predict the traffic 

condition when arrived, and then according to the predicted traffic to plan route. At the same 

time we will judge whether the current traffic situation is consistent with the forecast traffic 

conditions according to real-time traffic information every 5 minutes, and make the 

appropriate adjustments. When the route has changed, remind the user to change the route 

[18-20]. Figure 3 and Figure 4 respectively is Baidu map provides the minimum time path 

and the shortest distance path from Wulin Square to Hangzhou East Railway Station. 
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Figure 3. The Minimum Time Path from Wulin Square to Hangzhou East Railway 

Station 

 

Figure 4. The Shortest Distance Path from Wulin Square to Hangzhou East 

Railway Station 

 

Figure 5. The Optical Path Planning 

Just as Figure 5 shows, travelers query the start and end of the path when they set off. The 

path we are planning is not according to the traffic flow at this time, but traffic conditions we 
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forecast, such as A to B, though when traffic conditions are severe blockage at that time, if we 

predict that traffic is flowing when the traveler arrives at point A, the path planning would not 

avoid this road. When the vehicle leaves point at about 100m, prejudgments of the road ahead 

whether it is consistent with our forecast based on real-time traffic conditions. When the 

vehicle reaches the point C, the originally unobstructed road may be blocked, so we have to 

make an adjustment again, which may be different from the planned one as purple path 

shown. 

 

4.2. Simulation and Analysis 

In order to verify the effectiveness and feasibility of the algorithm, the algorithm is applied 

to a simple network simulation model, determining the effectiveness of the algorithm through 

the simulation results. 

Firstly, establish the map database used in the simulation experiment in MapInfo, in this 

simulation experiment, nodes represent road junctions in the city, edges represent roads 

between nodes. And individual ID of each node along with the corresponding coordinates will 

be stored as node data information, and the node table is shown in Table 3-4.Road simulation 

information includes the road of start-stop node information, road length, road grade and road 

speed, the road sides table is shown in Table 1 and Table 2. 

 

Table 1. Node Table 

ID X Y 

1 7 18 

2 8 10 

3 12 14 

4 13 27 

5 17 22 

6 23 20 

                            

Table 2. Road Sides Table 

ID SPoint EPoint Length Grade Speed 

1 1 2 30.8 1 30 

2 1 3 29 2 35 

3 1 4 55.6 1 28 

4 3 6 40.4 2 40 

5 3 5 47.6 2 18 

6 6 5 36.5 230 36 

The simulation results calculate a simple path at the minimum time, the shortest distance 

and multi-constrained dynamic programming. The results are shown in Figure 6. The shortest 

distance path is 1, 3, 6, 9 and 12. The Minimum time path is 1, 2, 3, 6, 9 and 12. After 

considering the road traffic congestion by using ant colony algorithm, the weight of time, 

distance, road grade and full payment respectively are 20%, 40%, 20% and 20%, so the 

multi-constrained dynamic path will be 1, 3, 6, 5, 8 and 12. 
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Figure 6. Path Planning and Optimization 

5. Conclusions 

Nowadays, the urban traffic is becoming more and more complicated, increasing vehicles、

road maintenance、traffic congestion and other issues have brought a great burden to the 

current traffic system, just the control of urban transportation center is no longer enough to 

solve the increasingly serious traffic problems. The vehicle navigation system can effectively 

alleviate the urban traffic congestion, optimization of urban traffic flow, improve transport 

efficiency, and reduce environmental pollutions and so on. Dynamic path planning is the core 

technology in vehicle navigation system, which is also the precondition of realizing other 

navigation functions accurately. And the path algorithm is the key factor of the optimal path. 

The strategy is the traveler can establish the path selection for multi constrained 

programming model according to their actual needs, giving time, cost, and distance their 

corresponding proportion. And then through the cleaning treatment on historical traffic data, 

and then train the processed data by time interval, according to the requirements of the 

traveler optimal travel route, the training results predict the same time traffic flow. The 

advantage of this algorithm is in the running process, the future traffic forecast information on 

travel time and distance considering route guidance scheme, at the same time, according to 

the traffic information, it also periodically dynamic update in real-time for travelers to 

provide the optimal route to the new, but also the voice prompt travelers whether to change 

the route or not, finally design the most consistent with the actual traffic demand traffic 

guidance scheme. 
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